in March a medium-sized female bear had caught and removed an adult female beluga together with another adult and a grey-coloured subadult beluga both of unspecified sex; the adult female beluga was dragged about 7 metres from the edge of the water, the other two a shorter distance only.
On 25 May an attempt was made to visit this location, but when within about 15 kilometres the tracks of a large male bear were seen, and hunting this animal took up the remainder of the day. The stomach of this 400-kilogram bear contained, in addition to some skin and fat of a newly-killed ringed seal (Pusa hispida), several pieces of white beluga skin.
Four days later on reaching the site of the whale kill, only the carcass of the grey beluga remained; apparently movement of the berg had broken up the ice and no trace of the other two carcasses could be found. The remaining carcass was attracting large numbers of glaucous gulls (Larus hyperboreus) and some ravens (Corvus corax) and earlier that day two male bears had been present. The smaller of the two bears had walked backwards dragging the beluga carcass tail-first in a zig-zag course a distance of about 150 metres from an earlier resting place on the ice.
Inspection of the carcass indicated loss of all skin and fat, and most of the meat from head and trunk; fracture of the occipital bones had occurred, but it is not known if this damage was suffered before or after death. An eyewitness account of a polar bear killing beluga in Novaya Zemblya however, relates how the bear lies with outstretched paws on the ice and delivers a blow to the head when the whale surfaces within range?
In this region of the Canadian Arctic Archipelago, beluga generally change colour from grey to white at around 375 cm. in length.3 Assuming the two white-coloured beluga were around 400 cm. in length, their weight is calculated to be about 935 kilograms4; the grey-coloured sub-adult measured 275 cm. and had a computed weight of 350 kilograms. There appears no reason to doubt that the hunter reporting this event had, as he believed, discovered the beluga shortly after they were caught in March, nor that the tracks of the medium-sized female bear near the carcasses at that time were those of the predator. According to the description given, such a bear would weigh in the range of 130 to 180 kilograms, or about one-fifth the probable weight of each adult beluga it had successfully killed and removed from the water.
The only other reports on bears killing beluga I can find in the literature appear contradictory. One asserts that, in the Baffin Bay region, at small openings in the ice where whales are sometimes trapped in winter, "a small flock of bears will congregate and kill a small whale, which they will then drag up on to the ice and eat"5. The other commentary, relating to the Eurasian arctic, suggests that attacks on beluga by single bears are quite frequent, and that when a bear discovers a pod of trapped whales it remains nearby and successively kills them (up to 13 are reliably reportedz).
This present report of a multiple killing by a solitary bear, substantiated by direct inspection shortly after the event, establishes that there is no difference between Eurasian and North American polar bears in regard to this predatory behaviour.
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Mammal and Bird Names in the Indian Languages of the Lake Athabasca Area When Lake Athabasca first became known to white men in the eighteenth century, the area to the south and west of the lake was inhabited by Beaver Indians, part of the north shore and the Slave River area belonged to the Slave Indian domain, whereas Chipewyans lived about the eastern extremity of the lake. These three tribes belong to the larger Athapaskan or Den6 group of people which, in the aggregate, occupied all of what is now western Canada from the land of the Eskimos south to that which was then controlled by the Crees and related Algonkian tribes such as the Blackfoot, Blood and Piegans (1 :378).
The Beaver Indians were driven out of the Lake Athabasca area before 1760 by Cree bands who had obtained firearms from fur traders on Hudson Bay. The eastern Beaver, after making peace with the Cree, traded at Fort Chipewyan for a short period, but gave up the Athabasca portion of their former range when fur trading posts were established on the Peace River (1 :383). The Cree invasion which expelled the Beaver Indians from part of their earlier range, also drove out the closely related Slaves (this was not what they called themselves) of the Lake Athabasca area. About 1725, the Cree area in this region had extended northward along the Athabasca River valley only to a point somewhat south of McMurray. War with the Beavers, Slaves and Chipewyans carried a number of Cree bands north as far as Lake Athabasca and beyond down the Slave River valley to the south shore of Great Slave Lake. In 1760, the Crees and Chipewyans made peace and became the sole native inhabitants of the region. Crees naturally predominate in the western and Chipewyans in the eastern part of the area.
Our word "Chipewyan" derives from the Cree name "witshipeean" for their Athapaskan neighbours; it means "pointed skins", referring either to the form in which they dried their beaver skins, or the shape of their original skin shirt tails which were pointed, like those of the Eskimo, before and behind (1 :385). The word "Chipewyan" must not be confused, as is sometimes done in newspapers, with "Chippewa" (Chippewan as an adjective), a synonym of "Ojibwa", both names for the eastern and equally Algonkian, closely related neighbours of the Crees. The Chipewyans, like the Athapaskans generally and the Eskimos, simply called themselves the people: "den?' in their own language.
